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Talks about the designs of three late nineteenth hundred years French fashion homes, and describes the
characteristics, and public and cultural contexts of their work
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Classic exhibition This is an excellent book on a classic exhibition Opulent Era Awesomeness! Couture at
its best This book is a beautiful marriage of information and pictures. Gorgeous book on the subject of the
pinnacle of couture That is a beautifully produced book, with wonderful color photographs of incredible
gowns and excellent narratives of the designers' life stories. The many full plate photos are lovely.
Inciteful,useful,and quite exquisit! Interest in the Gilded Age: Fashion I've owned this book because the
mid-90s and I recommend it to the Gilded Age group enthusiast.The photography of Worth, Doucet and
Pignat's work is truly extraordinary.! .In the event that you fall into this category, I highly recommend
it.]Book features breathtaking, full-page color photos of c. . Gorgeous large scale book about Victorian era
couture which accompanied this 1989 exhibit:[.! If you would like to see how ladies of the American and
European elite dressed, it can help immensely to those folks who have browse the descriptions of such
gowns in novels of Edith Wharton and biographies of the Vanderbilts, Goulds, etc . Wonderfully
Informative Publication with Beautiful Photos!1860-1900 gowns together with the history of these 3 design
houses, including information regarding the lives of each designer, info on their clients plus interesting
photos of real &.It had been expensive when I bought it almost twenty years ago but I have enjoyed re-
reading the written text as much as seeking at the stunning photos.. counterfeit labels. The section on
WORTH is definitely impressive. Really worth the price. A must have for fashion fans and costume
designers. The book is a wonderful resource for Lovers of Antique clothing,and the victorain clothing buff.
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